Air Con Packs #1 / #2 / #3
B10-ACC-407 / 408 / 409
Please read these instructions fully before starting construction.
PVA or equivalent glue will be required to stick sections together.
Sand paper can be used to gently clean any joints.
A sharp modelling knife will be required to remove sections from the sprue. Please use knives with due care and remember
to cut away from yourself at all times.
During the construction of this model, you may find it convenient to use pegs / elastic bands to hold pieces in place while
you allow glue to dry.
Straight Section

Each straight section is formed from the six pieces
shown above.

Glue the straight sections together so the thinner
pieces fit on the blank sections of the taller pieces.
Glue the tall pieces back to back.

Slide the collars into position using the guide-lines.
It is easiest to do this by sliding the arms of the collar
around the end of the assembly first, then shuffling it
along until it is in position.

End Section

Each end piece is formed from the five pieces shown
above.

Glue the pieces together to form a 4-layer sandwich,
ensuring those with the corner cut-outs are on the
outside.

Slide the collar into position.
It is easiest to do this by sliding the arms of the collar
around the end of the assembly first.
Corner Section

Take the pieces shown on the left from the sprue and
glue them together as shown in the middle. Add the
two small square sections so you end up with the item
on the right.

Taking three identical sections, glue these together
to form a 3-layer sandwich.
Glue the assembly you made in the first panel to the
top as shown on the right.

Turn it over and you have your corner section.
Vents

Take the six pieces shown above from the sprue.

Glue the sides together to form an open-ended
square tube.

Glue the fan to the top of the tube and add the grille
on top of that.

The double vent is formed the same way.

